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Dear applicant, 
 
 
Thank you for your interest in our current vacancy for a  classteacher at Morley 
Memorial Primary School. 
 
Morley is a good school. Attainment and progress is good and often above national 
and this is because we share a commitment to securing the best possible outcomes 
for all of our children. We pride ourselves on doing this through inspiring teaching 
and a creative curriculum which embeds learning into exciting contexts and offers 
meaningful opportunities for cross-curricular links. Children at Morley are very 
enthusiastic and say they enjoy their learning, especially our WoW days and creative 
homework projects! 
 
Our approach is designed to make learning so much fun it really is irresistible but 
also to challenge and stretch even the most able of our very capable learners. We 
are passionate about motivating and inspiring children and committed to teaching in 
a way which develops independence and resilience as well as good academic 
achievement. 
 
We are a happy, friendly school with a supportive staff team, including SLEs and 
lead practitioners who work across a network of schools. Our staffing structure is 
designed to ensure there are opportunities for professional development and career 
progression, including the possibility of TLRs for teachers who demonstrate the 
capacity to lead on aspects of whole school development and teaching and learning. 
 
We hope the recruitment pack provides you with all the information you need. If, 
however, there are further things you need to know, do feel free to contact the 
school. Visits to the school are welcomed and encouraged. 
 
We very much look forward to receiving your application and would urge you to 
submit your application in good time as shortlisting and  interviews will take place on 
a rolling basis as applications are received. Shortlisting will be based upon each 
applicants capacity to demonstrate how they meet the criteria. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Ms Nikki Brown 
Headteacher 
 


